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Abstract

can be found and fixed prior to preceding any further in the

This paper describes a variable precision floating point
simulator, itsfeaturesand how it is used. Thesimulator w m
created at the Universiry of Tam by Darwush Sarnnni.
Joshua Ellinger, Edward Powers, and Earl Swartzlander,
J K . It provides a mechanism for the design and tesring of
algorithms which use floating point precisions other than
the standard single and double precision.
The simulator allows the various precisionsforfloating
point operations to be modeled in a virtually transparent
mechanism to the user. The existing programming skills of
the average user are suficient to successfuly use the simulator. To use the simulator, the user simplyprogrm his algorithm using standard mathematical operations and then
compiles the simulator code into his program. Techniques
and examples that show how both new and existing prog r a m can use the simulator will bepresented. The various
features of the simulator will also be described.

design stages. The variable precision floating point simulator provides this mechanism. Using normal C++ arithmetic
constructs, the algorithm can be modeled and tested to ensure it meets the design specifications.
The simulator consists of two files, rea1.c~ and
realhpp, that declare a C++ class called Real. The Real
class maintains a variable’s value at a user-specified precision, which is set by a single hnction call. The mechanism
the Real class uses to accomplish this is based on the IEEE
floating point standard 754 and uses denormalization [ 11.
After the variable precision variables have been declared
and their precision has been specified, the simulator has all
the information it needs to model the desired precision. The
Real class saves this information and performs all the necessary operations on the variable precision variables. No
further special handling of these variables is required. The
user then programs the algorithm using the standard mathematical operations known by all basic programmers. Once
the model has been programmed, it is compiled and
executed like any other program.
The simulator is also fairly simple to use. The only
unique steps required to use the simulatorinvolve declaring
the precision of the Real variables and compiling the simulator’s source code into the algorithm. Performing both of
these tasks is fairly trivial. This not only allows new code
to be easily generated using the simulator, but it also allows
existing code to use the simulator after some simple modifications. For more detailed information on the simulator,
see the paper ”Simulation of Variable Precision IEEE
Floating Point Using C++ and Its Application in Digital
Signal Processor Design,” by Darioush Samani, et al [2].

1: Introduction
When designing such devices as &Us, signal processors, and filters, it sometimes becomes necessary to use a
floating point precision other than the standard single and
double precision. A design may have a very limited amount
of real estate available for its layout, so that a standard
floating point precision may be too costly. Or, the accuracy
of a standard floating point precision may not be required
for a certain application. In both cases, a smaller, non-standard floating point precision is desirable.
A problem arises with desigmng non-standard floating
point precision algorithms. A designer may have little experience using the desired precision, so the algorithm’s stability and accuracy may be questionable. Waiting until the
algorithmhas been translated to a logic representation or an
actual hardware implementation to determine the algorithm’s adequacy is highly undesirable. Any flaws in the
algorithm due to the non-standard precision will cause the
previous design effort to have been wasted. Testing the algorithm with the desired precision at an algorithmic level
would prevent this from occurring. Flaws in the algorithm

2: Designing a new algorithm
Three important items must be in your C++ code to correctly use the variable precision floating point simulator.
First, the header real.hpp must be included in your code.
This header defines the classes, methods and functionsused
by the Real class. The statement #include real.hpp must be
placed in the code prior to any declaration of a Real variable.
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Second, all variables that will have variable precision
must be specified. This is done by declaring these variables
to be type Real. The declaration is done in the same manner
standard C++variable types are declared. For example, the
following statement declares the variables reall and real2
to be Real variables and doublel and double2 to be double
precision floating point variables:

the precision desired must be set using the Realsetup()
function.
The first item, modifylng the declarations to type Real,
can be accomplished in two different manners. The first
method involves modiifylng the declaration of each variable that will become a variable precision floating point
variable. For example, to have a piece of code with the following variables:

Real
reall, real2;
double doublel, doublel;

Third, the desired precision of the Real variables must
be declared. This task is accomplished using the function
ReaISetup(int nbExp, int nbSig). nbExp is the number of
bits in the exponent of the floating point number, while
nbSig is the number of bits in the fraction. After this function has been called in a program, all Real variables will use
a floating point precision of nbExb bits in the exponent and
nbSig in the fraction.
Figure 1 shows a program that uses the Real class. This
program converts the number entered into the precision
specified. It then adds 1.5 to this variable precision number.
Each of the three important items above have been included
in the code.

3: Modifying an existing algorithm
To modify an existing algorithm to use the simulator,
three items must be added or modified in the code. These
items are very similar to the three items included in the code
when designing a new algorithm. First, all variables in the
existing code that will be changed to variable precision
floating point variables must be declared type Real. Second, the header real.hpp must be added to the code. Third,

#include "real.hpp"

double keepDouble, makeRea1;
int
i, j, k;
float
keeplloat, alsoReal;

use the variable precision simulator and have the variables
makeReal and alsoReal use variable precision, the declaration statements would be modified as follows:
double keepDouble;
int
i , j, k;
float
keepFloat;
Real
alsoReal, makeReal;

The second method uses the preprocessor and macros to
change the variables to type Real. Figure 2 shows an algorithm that finds the inner product of two randomly generated vectors. Figure 3 shows the same algorithm modifled
to use the variable precision simulator. The macro
construct #define double Real changes all the double variable declarations into Real declarations. This method is efficient since all the double variables need to be changed
into Real variables. However, if the only some of the variables of a type should be changed to Real, this method cannot be used. For example, if the original code in Figure 2
only requires the variables a l , a2, and a3 to be of type Real
and all others to be type double, then this method will not

I/ Necessary to define the classes, methods and functions used by the Real class

main(int argv, char 'argcu)
{
double value;

// Define all the variables that will have variable precision
Real realNumber, tmpNumber;
value = atof(argc[l]);

// Define the precision
RealSetup(atoi(argc[2]),atoi(argc[3]));
realNumber = value;
tmpNumber = realNumber + 1.5;

// Code to print out the above information can be placed here
}
Figure 1. Example code showing how to design a new algorithm using

the variable precisionfloating point simulator
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int raflrunc(int value) {
while(value >= 100000) value /= 10;
return value;

1
main(int argv, char 'argc!) {
double a1 , a2,a3, b l , b2, b3, innerproduct;
if (argv > 1) srand((unsigned)atoi(argc[l]));
a 1 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); a2 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); a3 = (double)randTrunc(rand());
b l = (double)randTrunc(rand()); b2 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); b3 = (double)randTrunc(rand());
innerproduct = a1*bl + a2'b2

+ aPb3;

I/ Code to print out the above informationcan go here

}

Figure 2. Example code before it has been modifiedto use the
variable precisionfloating point simulator
tup(nbEhp,nbSig) (where nbExp is the number of bits in the
exponent and nbSig is the number of bits in the fraction of
the desired precision). Figure 3 shows how and where these
two lines should be added to the code in Figure 2 to make
it use the simulator.

work. In this case, the first method described, where the
declarations are explicitly modified, should be used.
The last two items necessary to modify an existing algorithm to use the simulator are each accomplished by adding
one line to the code: #indude reaZhpp and RealSe#include "real. hpp"

// Necessary header for the variable precision simulator

// This will change all variable declarations and typecast from type double to type Real. All the double
// precision variables will become variable precision floating point variables.
##define double Real
int randTrunc(int value)

{

while(value h 100000) value /= 10;
return value;

1
main(int argv, char *argcO)
{
double a1 , a2, a3, bl, b2, b3, innerProduct;
RealSetup(6,12);

// Define the precision

if (argv > 1) wand((unsigned)atoi(argc[1 I));

a1 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); a2 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); a3 = (double)randTrunc(rand());
b l = (double)randTrunc(rand()); b2 = (double)randTrunc(rand()); b3 = (double)randTrunc(rand());

/I No changes are required for this arithmetic statement. The simulator makes sure all Real variables
/I work properly with any C arithmetic construct!
innerproduct = a1'bl

+ a2'b2 + aYb3;

// Code to print out the above information can go here
}
#undef double

Figure 3. Example code modifiedto use the variable precision
floating point simulator
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ple, but this time with the simulator turned off, the following command is issued:

4: Specifying the precision
As the previous examples have shown, the simulator has
a simple mechanism to specify to the simulator the precision to use. This mechanism is the function RealSetup(int
nbExp, int nbSig). This function affects all Real variables.
Thus, different Real variables cannot have different precisions. All Real variables use the same precision, but the
precision used can be modified dynamically by calling
RealSetup(1.
The RealSetup() function has two parameters, n b E q
and nbSig, which can be constants or variables. nbEq is
the number of exponent bits, and nbSig is the number of
fraction bits, not including the explicit leading bit. The
maximum allowable value of nbEq is 11, and the maximum allowable value of n6Sig is 52. Both have a minimum
or nbSig
value of 0. If an incorrect value for either nbis used, the simulator will report the error and terminate the
program
Until the RealSetup(1function is called in a program, all
Real variables will use a double precision (nbExp= 11 and
nbSg = 52). After this function has been called, all subsequent operations will use this new pmision. The RealSerup0 function can be called multiple times. Each time it is
called, all Real variables will henceforth use the precision
specified.

g t + -1m quanti2e.C r e a 1 . c ~

The xlC C++ compiler for the IBM RS/6OOO and the g++
gnu C++ compiler, version 2.4.5, have been verified to
properly compile the simulator. (When using the xlC compiler, the simulator file real.cc must be renamed real.C.)

6: Other features of the simulator
6.1: Allowable operations
The standard arithmetic operations and functions listed
in Table 1 are supported by the simulator. These operations
and functions can be applied to any Real variable. No special constructs are required when coding the mathematical
formulas using Real variables. For example, in Figure 3,
which is the code modified to use the simulator, the formula
used to calculate the inner product does not change. Even
though zll the variables are now Real variables, the same
arithmetic operators that worked on the double variables
work on the Real variables.

rable 1. Standard arithmetic operations and
functionsthat can be performed on any
Real variable.
Arithmetic Functions
Arithmetic Operations
Allowed
Allowed
acos
asin
atan

5: Compiling code using the simulator
To compile code that uses the simulator, the following
three tasks must be performed:
The simulator source code files real.cc
and real.hpp must be in the directory in
which the code will be compiled. The
other source code files that you created
must also be in this directory.
The IEEE math library, libm.a, must be
linked into the executable. This is done
by including the option -Em in the compile command.
The macro REAL must be defined.
This is done by including the option
-DREAL in the compile command.
For example, suppose a source code file called quantize.C uses the simulator. To compile quanfizcC with the
g++ compiler, the following command can be issued:

atan2

ceil

cos

cosh

exp

fabs

floor

fmod

log

log10

pow
sqrt

sin

sinh

tan

tanh

6.2: Automatic type conversion
Mixing of variable types is also possible. The simulator
provides a mechanism for converting double variables to
Real. By defining this conversion, the compiler implicitly
handles the conversions from other standard variables, such
as int and single. Thus, a Real variable can be combined
with most standard variable types successfully.
Implicit conversion of a Real variable to any standard
type is not allowed. The function val(const Real& x) can
be used for such conversions. vaZ()will return the value of
the Real variable x as a double. If this value is assigned to
another standard type, the compiler will implicitly convert
the double to the desired type.

gt+ -DREAL -1m quanti2e.C r e a 1 . c ~

An executable file a . w t will be produced, which is the
executable of this code.
It is possible to tum off the simulator and force all Real
variables to act as double precision variables (ie., as type
double). This is done by not defining the REAL macro. To
compile the quanrize.C program from the previous exam-

6.3: Inputloutput operations
The iosmam operators of C++ will work on any Real
variable. The I/O functions from the standard C library also
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/I Sample Mock of code to show how to print
11 out the content of a Real variable using the
I/ iostream operators
{
/I Define the variable test as a Real

void OverFlowHandler(doub1e 'value)

{

'value = -1 .O;

1
Figure 5. Example overflow handler

Real test;
double value = 0.5;

tation of the Real value thatcaused theoverflow. This function will modify the value of the Real variable to -1 .O and
allow execution to continue. To change back to using the
default overflow handler, the command ReaZHandler(NULL,NULL)is issued.

//Assign a value to the Real variable
test = value;

N Print out the real variable
cout << "New value of test is ";
cout cc test << endl;

7:Summary

/I You could have used the following to
11 print out the same message:
11
/I printf("New value of test is %W,val(test));

The variable precision floating point simulator provides
an efficient and easy mechanism to design algorithms using
variable precision floating point variables. When designing or modifying code to use the simulator, only three basic
steps must be followed. First, the simulator's header file
must be included. Next, all variable precision variables
must be declared properly. Last, the precision of the variables must be specified. Compiling the generated code is
just as easy. The simulator code and a math library must be
linked with the user generated code during compilation. No
other complicated operations are required. Thus, translating variable precision algorithms into executable programs
using the simulator is simple.
The features provided with the simulator also make designing variable precision algorithms easier. The precision
used by the simulator can be dynamically modified at runtime. Also, user customized handlers for overflow and underflow condtions can be incorporated into the simulator.
These handlers can also be changed at runtime. But perhaps the most useful feature is that normal mathematical
programming constructs can be used on the variable precision variables. No unique skills are required to code an algorithm using the simulator.
The ease of use provided by the simulator makes it an efficient and useful tool when designing and evaluating variable precision algorithms. It allows the precision and stability of algorithms to be tested prior to their design or
hardware implementations. Different algorithms can be
compared using the simulator as well. Thus, the simulator
can be a valuable tool to the designer faced with a variable
precision design implementation.

}

Figure 4. Example code showing output
operations
work with the Real variables. For example, the code in Figure 4 will print out the value of the Real variable test. Values can be read into Real variables using the >> operator.

6.4: Custom overflow and underflow handlers
The simulator provides default handlers for overflow
and underflow. The default overflow handler makes the
Real variable negative or positive infinity, as specified by
the IEEE floating point standard 754 [l]. It then allows
execution to continue. The default underflow handler
makes the Real variable zero and then allows execution to
continue.
The simulator has a mechanism so the user can specify
his own overflow and underflow handling routines. The
user defined handlers must be type void functions that take
a double pointer as a parameter. This pointer will be the
double representation of the Real variable that has been
trapped as an overtlow or underflow. The function RealHandlers(void (*Over)(double *), void (*Under)(double
*)) is used to specify which user defined functions will be
the handlers. The user passes in the function pointer of the
function that will perform the appropriate task. The parameter Over is assigned the function pointer for the ovefflow
handler; the parameter Under is assigned the function
pointer of the underflow handler. If NULL is entered for
either parameter, the simulator default handler is used for
the corresponding handler.
For example, to make the function in Figure 5 the overflow handler while keeping the default underflow handler,
the command RealHandler(OverFlowHand1eK NULL) is
issued in the code. From that point forward, all overflows
will cause the functions OverFlowHandler(doub1e*value)
to be invoked, where value is a pointer to a double represen-
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